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The following features are available in AutoCAD Crack Keygen 2018: Basic drawing functions:
Select objects, create shapes, connect edges, and draft two-dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional
(3D) drawings Create compound shapes: Combine several objects (meshes) into a single compound

object, and create a compound object in AutoCAD 2017 (Compound Shape dialog box) Link
features: Link shape and line features together (convert to or from a spline) Create and edit layers:

Create and edit drawing layers that help manage and organize your drawings Use X, Y, and Z
coordinates: Draw on and move objects in three dimensions (3D) with X, Y, and Z coordinates, and

sketch 3D shapes in 2D Draw guides: Draw guidelines and datum planes on the screen, and use
guidelines and datum planes as control surfaces for placement Create 3D models: Draw and insert
wireframe objects (normals and axes) that are used to model 3D objects Export: Share drawings as

PNG, PDF, SVG, DWF, and DWFx (AutoCAD 360) files Create annotative views: Add
annotations that appear in multiple views of a drawing, and use annotations to create cutaway views

(AutoCAD 360) Optimize your drawings: Search for objects that are linked or contain similar
objects Precision measurement features: Measure distances, angles, and areas Dynamically generate
content: Automatically create 2D and 3D geometry from input data in your drawing Use conditional
logic: Apply conditional formatting to selected or all objects based on mathematical formulas and

conditions, and hide or show objects based on predefined settings Hover tool: Simultaneously
display the properties and corresponding data for selected objects Revit integration: Connect to

Revit models, integrate 2D and 3D drawing data, and generate or import models from Revit, and
update objects as they are modified in Revit Integrated geometry creation: Revit geometry is

automatically imported as 2D and 3D objects for placement and editing X, Y, and Z coordinates:
Calculate and display the XYZ coordinates of a point, line, or face, and use X, Y, and Z coordinates

for editing the coordinates of any object Spline: Convert a curve, polyline, or closed figure to a
spline, and draw a spline using XY
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3D modeling features Autodesk used to support 3D for AutoCAD 2 in the form of a plug-in for
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AutoCAD 3D. However, due to the development of the ObjectARX class library, which also
provides integration with AutoCAD drawings, this support has been moved to AutoCAD software
and was renamed as AC3D. The AC3D support is available in AutoCAD 2014 R2. AutoCAD also

supports the.dwg.3dm format. AC3D's support for 3D models includes, but is not limited to:
Importing and exporting 3D models Customizing features and attributes of 3D models 3D printing
Using 3D models to create animation and video Scaling 3D models Resizing 3D models and their

surfaces Rotating models around axes Generating section and surface based text annotations on 3D
models More recently, AC3D has been integrated with 3D Warehouse. Internet-based tutorials
Autodesk also offers training programs that take place over the internet. Instructors record their

lectures using a web cam and an audio track. Students watch the lectures via the internet and
participate in a discussion forum with the instructors. Autodesk now offers the program out of

India. See also List of CAD software Comparison of CAD editors for CAE Comparison of CAD
editors for CAE Comparison of CAD editors for PLM Comparison of CAD editors for mechanical

design References External links Official Autodesk website Category:Computer-aided design
software Category:Computer-aided design Category:Computer-aided design software for Windows

Category:Cross-platform software Category:Windows multimedia software Category:Windows
software Category:1998 softwareQ: Youtube Playlist [Directions] I'm currently trying to figure out
how to achieve this type of playlist within the Youtube API. Here's the image: I'm looking to make

it so that when I click on one of the thumbnails, it will bring me to a new page, where I can only
play the selected video. Any ideas on how I can do that would be great! Thanks! A: You can do this
with og:video and og:video:video_id. If you use the embed url option then it will give you a link like

a1d647c40b
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Select the type of loader you want to generate and press Generate Key.

What's New in the?

Import feedback from printed paper or PDFs and add changes to your drawings automatically,
without additional drawing steps. (video: 1:15 min.) Automatic control of markup layer placement:
Now more accurately positioned. (video: 1:15 min.) Now more accurately positioned. (video: 1:15
min.) Quick-view: The Quick-view window lets you see more of your drawings simultaneously,
without any additional steps. (video: 3:00 min.) The Quick-view window lets you see more of your
drawings simultaneously, without any additional steps. (video: 3:00 min.) Versions Work more with
AutoCAD in parallel: Switch among versions in any way you like. Switch among versions in any
way you like. Full-window dimensions and notes: Using the full-window dimension and note tool,
you can enter dimensions and notes in the drawing window. Using the full-window dimension and
note tool, you can enter dimensions and notes in the drawing window. Layer references: The label or
dimensions are consistently attached to the associated layer. The label or dimensions are consistently
attached to the associated layer. Make AutoCAD your design software of choice: AutoCAD is now
part of your choice of a design software. (discussion: 10:03 min.) All CAD professionals recognize
that AutoCAD is the software for complex drafting and design work. But as your organization’s
workflow is rapidly shifting to digital, those who aren’t using AutoCAD are missing out on all the
benefits that come with a digital workflow. That’s why it’s so important for us to keep your needs
front and center as we continue to improve AutoCAD to meet your needs. Our goal is to help you
get the most out of AutoCAD, regardless of your position in your organization’s design process. And
we know that one of the ways you can really get the most out of AutoCAD is through the power of
markup and annotations. By the way, a markup is a drawing annotation that uses labels and
dimensions to allow you to better communicate and work with your drawings. Annotations, on the
other hand, are pieces of information that have specific characteristics. For example, note
dimensions, which let you place notes on a drawing, are one of the most popular annotations. They
let you clearly label or explain something in your drawing.
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System Requirements:

Windows 7 SP1 or later Processor: Intel Core 2 Quad 2.8GHz or AMD Phenom II X4 940 Memory:
4 GB RAM Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 590 / ATI Radeon HD 7970 or later Hard Drive: 19
GB available space DirectX: Version 9.0 Network: Broadband Internet connection Sound: DirectX
compatible sound card Additional Notes: The game's graphics will be stretched to fit the monitor
you play the game on. Some of the game's special
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